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The contemporary culture of geometry-driven design stands as consequence of an
institutionalised segregation between the fields of architecture, structure and
construction. In turn, digital design methods that are both material and
fabrication aware from the outset create space for uncertainty and the potential
for embodied learning. Following this principle, this paper summarises the
outcomes of a workshop developed to investigate the contribution of fabrication
aware design methods in the production of a masonry block using both analogue
and digital manufacturing. Students were to develop and investigate a design,
through assembly techniques and configurations orientated around manual hot
wire cutting, robotic tooling and three-dimensional printing. Outcomes were
manufactured and compared regarding work precision, production time, material
efficiency, cost and scalability. The analysis indicated that the most accurate
results yielded from the robotic tooling system, and simultaneously exhibited the
most efficient use of time, while the three-dimensional printer generated the least
material waste, due to the nature of additive production. Fabrication aware
design and comparative analysis enabled students to make more informed
decisions while the use of rapid prototyping facilitated a relationship between
digitalization and materiality allowing for a space in which uncertainty and
reflection could be fostered. Reinforcing that fabrication aware design methods
can unify the field and provide guidance to designers over multi-lateral aspects of
a project.
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INTRODUCTION
The curriculum of architecture schools allocates the
majority of its credits into design studio activities developed towards a predeﬁned brief. The integration
of digital tools into the early stages of design has
been widely spread for the last 30 years. In turn, the
illiterate inclusion of computers in the design stage
is often criticised since it has resulted in a geometry-

driven contemporary design culture (Oxman 2010).
As an eﬀect, materiality is typically conceptualised as
a passive property assigned to a ﬁnalised geometry
during later stages of design (Menges 2012). These
outcomes are a result of a reductionist design practice as if it was a ‘scientiﬁc problem’ characterized by
a high level of rationalisation and abstraction (Snod-
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grass and Coyne 1997). Consequently, reducing the
designer’s agency in the system (Lyon 2005).
As an alternative, cognitive models focused on
how the designer reﬂective practice can give back
agency and enhance the learning experience as it
facilitates an iterative process. Concepts as ‘Structural Coupling’ (Maturana and Varela 1980) and
‘Reﬂection-in-action’ (Schön 1983) support the idea
of cognition and design as a situated (embodied)
practice. Therefore, designer and object (sketches,
models, prototypes) are in a dialogue. Schön (1983)
argues that aspects of surprise, uncertainty and
ambiguity overcome the immediate application of
theory and technical knowledge. Both concepts
were the main theoretical drivers of the workshop
presented in the following. This paper proposes
a ‘fabrication-aware’ activity combining materiality
and manufacturing in the early stages of design as
a way to enhance the student learning process. In
this case, the use of rapid prototyping not only closes
the loop between design and production but also enables reﬂection over physical objects that can inform
the design decisions and vice-versa.
As an eﬀect, this research investigates whether
an exercise that beneﬁts from a combination of digital tools and rapid prototyping enables cognitive aspects of structural coupling and ‘reﬂection-in-action’.
Moreover, what kind of framework and tools enhance this process and to what extent? Moreover,
the paper reﬂects on the challenges and opportunities regarding the integration of a variety of digital
manufacturing methods into the design curriculum.
This paper reviews the outcomes of a projectbased learning exercise that introduces fabricationaware-design as a methodology to reintroduce uncertainty and reinforce iterative processes. The proposed strategy teaches representation skills (3D
modelling software) digital manufacturing and casting procedures for construction simultaneously,
supported by the belief that materiality should inform decisions in the early stages of design. Thus,
this framework overcomes the geometry-driven

paradigm of contemporary architecture and sheds
light to form and material integration.

DESIGN AS AN EMBODIED AND REFLECTIVE PRACTICE
The design process addresses design ‘problems’,
which are hard to deﬁne and do not dispose one
deﬁnitive solution, also known as wicked and/or illdeﬁned problems (Rittel and Webber 1973). By deﬁnition, wicked problems diverge from scientiﬁc problems which require to be tested and veriﬁed; therefore, cannot be tackled from a research approach
(Popper 1972). Snodgrass and Coyne (1997) support
that design does not fall within the domain with a
base in formal logic but belongs rather to the domain with a base in the processes of understanding and interpretation. The ‘Autopoiesis’ theory from
(Maturana and Varela 1980) sheds light on aspects
of the designer’s subjectivity as the representation
and interaction as essential parts for the cognitive
process. Similarly, Schön (1983) advocates for ‘embodied, tacit and process-based knowledge, rather
than technical and rational approaches’ (Herr 2009).
Acknowledging Maturana, Varela (1980) and Schön
(1983) principles, one can design exercises that stimulate uncertainty enhancing the learning process

Embodiment as Structural Coupling
Supported by biological and phenomenological observation, Maturana and Varela (1980) brought into
discussion aspects of the body structure and the individual perception as key elements for cognition (Lyon
2005). Additionally, the authors argue that these
living systems are coupled with the environment in
a way that both interfere with one other mutually.
‘Structure coupling’, also presented by the authors,
“describes a process that occurs through repeated
non-destructive perturbations between a system and
its environment, each having an eﬀect on the dynamical trajectory of the other” as summarised by
Quick and Dautenhahn (1999). Cognition for them
is understood as the result of this intricate relationship, therefore as an embodied and situated practice.
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‘Autopoiesis’ and ‘Structural Coupling’ reframe it as
a recursive, ongoing cyclical process. As the design
process is a continuous learning (cognitive) process,
in which the designer is unable to anticipate where
each action will lead, one can understand that it is
a fundamentally transformative process. Thus, the
designer makes decisions based on the transformations, establishing a dialogue between process and
object.

Reﬂective Practice
Along these lines, Schön (1983) refers to design as
‘reﬂection-in-action’ which is ‘a reﬂective conversation with the situation’. Design as ‘reﬂection-inaction’ is an interpretative activity, “a kaleidoscope of
ever-changing reﬂections, revisions, false starts and
backtracking” (Snodgrass and Coyne 1997). Therefore, he refutes the notion that design is as a straightforward transferable knowledge domain, in which
technical and rational content will be taught and
directly applied (‘knowledge-to-action’). He argues
that a designer starts their project with a vague
idea and with the help of ambiguous representation
‘tools’ (as sketches), new insights are possible due to
the designer’s contextual interpretation. Reﬂectionin-action presupposes that the designer does not
know the step-by-step to achieve their goal as a
recipe (or algorithm), by the contrary, ther will learn
through the process. Therefore, as Herr (2009) reafﬁrms “indeterminacy and ambiguity can be considered facilitators of new ways of seeing and thus of
surprise and new insights”. Therefore, the more a
framework enables uncertainty and multiple interpretations, the more robust the design process becomes through the stimulation of a cognisant reﬂective process.
In response to the lack of interaction in a contemporary computational design environment, this paper proposes the use of physical models as tools to
facilitate indeterminacy and ambiguity analogously
to sketches in Schön’s observations. Moreover, this
review supports that rapid prototyping can enhance
the ‘Structural coupling’ between ‘designer - ob-

ject’ concurrently as reintegrating materiality into the
early stages of design. The chosen manufacturing
techniques range from low to high levels of automation, from manual cutting, three-dimensional printing to robotic wire cutting. Having a variety of methods enables the investigation, whether the level of
abstraction of computational modelling is a barrier
between the designer and the project. In parallel,
students are also asked to assess their design facing quantitative eﬃciency parameters (cost, time,
waste) to evaluate whether ‘reﬂective-practice’ and
‘structural-coupling’ enhance quantitative aspects as
well as facilitating exploration throughout the design. The proposed exercise and its outcomes are
presented as follows.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The two-week programmed workshop brief was presented to the students on the ﬁrst day of the workshop, outlining the encompassed learning. This
consisted of an initial training exercise on concrete
casting, accompanied by direct tutorials on threedimensional modelling software. Following this,
the students then started their design proposal,
prototyping and analysis with the students’ main
task being to design a traditional masonry brick
(compression-only) produced via concrete based
mix-casting. The rapid prototyping tools available included manual metal cutting, laser cutting, manual
hot-wire cutting, robotic hot-wire cutting and threedimensional printing.

Casting
As a consequence of the students involved having
limited or no previous experience of casting, the preliminary stage of the project encouraged the group
to fulﬁl a casting procedure using a pre-established
kit-of-parts from a previous masonry brick design
(Figure 01). The casting stage included assembling
the formwork, mixing and pouring the concrete. The
goal for this learning-through-doing exercise was
to gain insight into the requirements of their de-
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sign and to determine potential manufacturing challenges and opportunities.

ther optimize prototyping production, the brick size
was coordinated to utilize the minimum dimension
of the resourced materials (Styrofoam), measuring at
165 mm in depth. Tests regarding the brick’s aggregation were also explored. One example is illustrated
in Figure 03.

Figure 1
Casting with a
kit-of-parts of a
similar process.
Figure 2
Brick initial design.

Software Training and Early Design
Concluding on a one-day tutorial covering the fundamental practice of Rhinoceros 3D, students worked
over the following two days developing the design of
a brick and its arrangements based on masonry principles (self-supported and compression-only structures). The brief deﬁned the exclusive use of ruled
surfaces for the brick design to accommodate the
constraints of wire cutting. Meanwhile, secondary
considerations around the design development orientated towards the overall consumption of material
throughout the production of the mould, formwork,
and resulting object. Having undertaken the initial
construction exercises and supplementary training,
the students could now engage with the design process whilst implementing a tangible response to fabrication through learned construction logics. The
resulting design is illustrated in Figure 02 and was
formed of a hallowed split-faced cuboid (210 x 165 x
165 mm), of which would feature an interior irregulartapered void and a singular end condition that would
consist of a split-faced, ruled-curve surface. To fur-

Prototyping
Having deﬁned the initial brick design, the students began inspecting the production methodology through the outlined manufacturing techniques,
analysing their execution, and iterating their design
approach were required to enhance the outcomes.
The students were asked to develop their projects
through three strands of production while examining
their eﬃciency in working precision, production duration, material eﬃciency, associated cost and scalability. It is, however, important to disclaim that due to
the limited timeframe, the students used the methods of manual and robotic cutting for the resulting
pre-deﬁned prototypical bricks instead of fulﬁlling
the programmed variation of casting the ﬁnal outcome. This enabled testing of the articulation, ag-
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Figure 3
Assembly tests as
part of the initial
design test.

gregation and structural potential to scale and was
deemed a satisfactory compromise against the learning outcomes of the program.

Figure 4
Step by step
manual cutting,
template planes are
highlighted in red.

Manual Hot-Wire Cutting. In beginning the manual hot-wire cutting, students drew all the six external surfaces for laser cutting plywood templates used
as cutting guides, chosen for its relatively low-cost
and high strength. Once cut, the students began the
manual hot-wire cutting following a two-step plan.
Step One: Cut the length, width, height and central
void using the front and rear template over the Styrofoam boards. Step Two: Place the remaining side
templates over the foam and cut the negatives. The
steps are illustrated in Figure 04. Upon use with the
hot-wire cutter, the heat of the wire begun to sear the
edge of the plywood template, removing the ability
to use pressure to guide the wire, this contributed to
a limited accuracy, causing disﬁguration of the end
product.
To mitigate this issue, the students coated the
edge conditions of the front and rear guide surfaces
with a strip of aluminium sheet, therefore allowing
pressure to be applied without damage. Furthermore, the students replaced the side-mounted templates altogether, opting to use aluminium plates in

an attempt to gain longevity for the process. Employing these methods of support, it accelerated the production of the foam variety and aided in increasing
the accuracy of the cuts, although this could also be
attributed to the increased skill of the user throughout the development.
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Robotic Hot-Wire Cutting. Similar to the manual
cutting, the robotic fabrication of bricks comprised
of a subtractive method of cutting Styrofoam boards
with hot-wire. Before cutting the bricks, the students
worked across three stages. Stage One: File generation. Stage Two: Robotic setup. Stage Three: Material preparation. The programme for the robotic
tool system was generated using Rhinoceros 3D, and
the Robots plug-in inside of Grasshopper. For the
robotic ﬁle, they speciﬁed the type of the robot (ABB
6620), the tool geometry, its centre point, and the targets. The targets then deﬁne the toolpath and cutting speed (8 mm/s) according to the material in use.
Each face of the bricks outer geometry and the inner
void are referred to as one cutting move, then subdivided into several actions describing the robots tool
path.
At this stage, the students faced their ﬁrst major challenge; the possibility of whilst cutting a portion of the brick, the cutting head could potentially
collide with the materials supporting structure. Students ﬁrst sliced the original foam boards (2400 x 600
x 165 mm) into smaller parts (300x200x165 mm) to
optimise the material eﬃciency and to reduce the
number of cuts/moves. Several cut orders and the
tool’s direction were tested to reﬁne the tool’s movement, the ﬁnal order started cutting the front and
the back faces, followed by the inner void and ﬁnally the brick’s upper surface. The setup consisted
of one foam board (support) and overhanging block
(brick) to avoid the tool collision and wire-damage
since the support was made of the same material as
the brick. Students followed Health and Safety measures throughout, wearing speciﬁc protection masks
and utilizing an industrial extraction system to mitigate the risk of fume inhalation from the materials
oﬀ-gassing whilst being cut.

ing the formwork, the students acknowledged such
conditions as structural eﬃciency, reducing support material, functional handling of the mould, and
the print-heads directionality (reducing frictional surfaces). The three-dimensionally printed mould was
comprised from a Filament Deposit Method (FDM)
and each component took approximately six hours to
print.

Three-dimensional Printing. The students used
three-dimensional printing as a method to produce
the mould negative. The negative was divided into
two interlocking halves, creating a fully enclosed cast
and reducing the number of parts involved. Figure
05 illustrates all the components required. In deﬁn-

Critical to the project’s success, the students were required to analyse the embedded logics and values
of the manufacturing processes and appraise their
outcomes through criteria of eﬃciency and functionality. These criteria were introduced to propagate their awareness and reﬂection, becoming inter-

Figure 5
Casting print design
composed of two
interlockings sides
to facilitate
demoulding.

After making adaptions to the design in the digital
modelling software, Rhinoceros 3D, the students exported the geometry and began to deﬁne the printer
settings using Ultimaker Cura. This manufacturing
method requires very limited set-up and the ﬁnal
output (printing) is generated automatically. Once
printed, the students ﬁnalized the process by removing the internal (structural) supports and setting the
outer laser cut box for the casting as seen in Figure
05.

Analysis
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spersed into their design consideration. The criteria
encompassed working precision (mm), production
time (minute, hour), material eﬃciency (waste %) and
cost/scalability (£per). For each methodology, an indication marker was given referencing the potential
of each process against the outlined criterion. The
marking had ﬁve standings; highly eﬃcient (4), eﬃcient (3), average (2), ineﬃcient (1), very ineﬃcient
(0). Table 01 summaries the score’s benchmarks for
each criterion.
Table 1
Benchmark criteria.

RESULTS
Each production method undertook an evaluation
referencing the listed criteria as well as its ability to
sustain reﬂection and interaction through the design
process. The results are discussed and compared using a mark-based system, summarised in Table 02.
Table 2
Prototyping
method
comparison.

Manual Hot-Wire Cutting. In the initial stages of the
production stage, the students identiﬁed that the
manual hot-wire cutting generated the least eﬃcient
working precision due to the operator’s lack of steadiness, having a varied degree of accuracy (mm) but a
resulted in an approximate material loss of up to 5%.
As the students were able to start production immediately once the templates were complete, with little practical set-up, this aided to reduce production

time. However, the prolonged time to learn to manually operate and pre-process the material resulted
in an overall increased production time, with initial
preparation time, including template and guide cutting of around 2 hours, followed by each block taking around 10 minutes to produce thereafter. Although the aluminium guides increased control over
the guidance of cutting, components marginally varied in size and compromised the ﬁnished precision,
while producing an increased yield of waste material, through small debris and negative oﬀ-cuts, overall producing around 25% waste. The relatively low
cost of this method, £10 for templates and £2 for
the Styrofoam brick per brick, needs to be weighed
against the longevity of the mould, as although this
process has a high production yield the properties
of the foam mould have a low durability tolerance,
therefore inﬂating the overall cost at scale due to replacements being required within a signiﬁcantly reduced timespan.
Robotic Hot-Wire Cutting. Robotic wire-cutting displayed the highest precision performance, producing a constant sizing with a high degree of ﬁnished
precision, primarily due to the robotic cutting settings, allowing for the cutting speed and space between surface cuts to be maintained at a consistent
level in comparison to the manual iterations. The kerf
of the wire leaves around 2mm of material removal
(approximately 1mm either side of the movement)
and should be a consideration of sizing beforehand.
The production of this methods timescale was elongated due to its complexity in prefabrication set-up,
taking around 21 hours. In turn, however, once the
robotic programming ﬁle was set and the material in
place, the production speed increased, and students
were able to cut one foam brick in approximately 5
minutes. Elevating the material eﬃciency in comparison to the manual cutting, although it is worth
noting that this method also resulted in a large number of oﬀcuts, around 20% with little function for further use. Although the robotic tool system has an initial lower cost, approximately £10 for the set-up and
£1,60 for the Styrofoam brick per brick, the process is
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machinery-dependent for repetitive production and
the moulds would be easily susceptible to decay and
damage reducing the eﬃciency of cost in-line with
the lifespan of the mould. An example of the prototypical brick is displayed in Figure 06.

3D Printing. The ﬁndings indicated that the method
of three-dimensional printing produced a high degree of working precision, due to a working tolerance of 0.4mm for precision. As a result of the increased precision and method of material placement,
the production time of this technique is considerably
heightened, around six hours per print, in comparison with the manual procedures. Although due to
its addictive nature, there is next to no waste for this
production approach, with exception to that of the
additional ‘support’ material used as a ‘scaﬀolding’
for the object. For both of the two printed halves,
the support material sums up to an amount of 15%
of the total material. This aspect is geometry dependent and could be reduced to zero through the design. The scalability and cost of this method is the
trade-oﬀ between an increased timespan of production and its highly durable outcome that has an increased longevity of use. Therefore, although it does

take longer to print the mould, this is outweighed by
reducing the overall cost of £15 for the mould and
£0,40 for the concrete mix per brick. An example of
the print is shown on the left side of Figure 06.
Representation and Reﬄection. Both manual
cutting and three-dimensional printing enabled
changes in the design since students engaged with
the physical models immediately. In turn, the robotic
cutting required a longer setup and a custom ﬁle,
therefore, required the need for third-party support.
This, in fact, acted as a barrier between the students
and the physical object. Whilst in the process of manual cutting, students also altered the manufacturing
process by adding aluminium sheets to the template
guides, which demonstrated their reﬂection over the
‘live’ situation. Although three-dimensional printing requires a ﬁnalized ﬁle to print, users can rapidly
produce prototypes for analysis and adjustment. After reviewing their initial prototype, the students
concluded that the structural thickness could be reduced by two-thirds while still maintaining an adequate proportional strength, in-turn reducing print
time and material usage by 50%.

CONCLUSION
Project Outcomes and Limitations
In evaluating the project, the students found the
Robotic tool system the most eﬃcient method as
it produced both moderately accurate and timeeﬃcient outcomes with a low associated cost despite an elongated setup period. In comparison to
both the manual procedure of cutting and threedimensional printing, it oﬀered the most scalable approach to mass production with its only considerable
limitation being that of a decreased overall lifespan.
In conducting a project review with the student
group, we found that the outcome of the project had
been successful, allowing the students to realise a
project from conception through to eﬀectively producing a viable outcome. Students highlighted the
challenge of producing ﬁnished casts for each manufacturing method within the allotted period of time.
While this was accredited to a high degree of exper-
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Figure 6
3D printed mould
and hot-wire cut
prototypical brick.

imentation within each method to achieve an optimized outcome. The ﬁnal bricks cut with manual and
robotic wire-cut are illustrated in Figure 07.
Figure 7
Final assembly of
bricks.

Learning Experinece
Using a short-term project at the beginning of the
academic year, students can be introduced to a series of fundamental processes building an early understanding of fabrication methods for deployment
later within their studies. By orientating the project
around the production of a design outcome across
several means of production, the students interrogate the function of each method embedding materially into the design process. This awards the students the opportunity for reﬂection-on-action (retrospective) at the initial stages of their learning experience for utilisation throughout their studies.
Furthermore, focusing the project around production and evaluation, the exercise provides the opportunity for expansion of inherited knowledge and

reﬁned outcomes. In other words, the use of physical
models did contribute to reﬂection-in-action enlarging indeterminacy and surprise based on a situated
practice. First, the initial casting helped students to
understand the process through experience and informed them about the method constrains. Methods with little set-up or simple manufacturing ﬁles,
as the manual cutting and 3D printing, facilitated
this even further whereas new insights emerged from
the design-object dialogue. The changes made to
the design of the three-dimensional printing mould
formed a critical juncture in the student’s understanding of how fabrication informs design outcomes. In turn, methods requiring customised settings such as robotic tooling reduced the level of interaction with the physical prototype due to the high
level of information required in the set-up.
Although the presented results are constrained
to a short exercise, it is possible to draw some pathways for future implementation of digital manufacturing in the curriculum. According to both quantitative and qualitative results, reduced time techniques
such as manual cutting and three-dimensional printing enable a higher level of iterations in the design
process eﬀortlessly. Therefore, these methods are
easy to integrate independently to the student background and in any stage of the design process. On
the other hand, integrating robotic manufacturing
as part of the learning environment yet poses challenges due to the required programming knowledge.
Exercises focused on developing applied skills to program the robot as well as to understand materiality can be possible attempt to minimise the barrier
caused by the long set-up. As indicated, a multidisciplinary research project envisioning the subject
should consider that every method, to diﬀerent degrees, tends to open space for ambiguity and contextual interpretation. Therefore, physicals models
produced using cutting edge digital manufacturing
should be explored as much as sketches in the designer’s representation toolbox.
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